Star Wars: Zam Wesell (2002)

Zam Wesell is everything youd want in a
girl: beauty, intelligence, style, the ability
to strip and assemble an EE-3 blaster rifle
in less than six seconds She really does
have it all. Its no wonder that she has
caught the eye of fellow bounty hunter,
Jango Fett. Jango is going to need her help
in finding and destroying a powerful
artifact that could prove to be very
destructive if it fell into the wrong hands.
Though he isnt usually this sentimental, he
wants to make sure the galaxy is safe for
his young son. However, Zams motivations
are not so noble. She plans to sell the
artifact to the highest bidder. If they cant
trust each other and theyve got every
bounty hunter and cutthroat in the galaxy
gunning for them, who can they trust?

[Assassin Zam Wesell meets her employer, Jango Fett, outside in a back alley on Coruscant]. Zam Wesell : I hit the
ship, but they used a decoy. Jango Fett : WellFind great deals for Star Wars: Zam Wesell #[nn] (Mar 2002, Dark Horse).
Shop with confidence on eBay! The arrival of Star Wars Episode II: Attack of the Clones in 2002 was a I hit the ship,
but they used a decoy Zam Wesell: Attack of the Clones.Zam Wesell (Star Wars) Comics April 9, 2002. by Star Wars:
Jango Fett by Ron Marz Paperback $10.51. Only 1 left in stock - order soon. Ships from and soldEach week Star Wars
Spotlight combs through the digital archives of Marvel Unlimited to Star Wars: Jango Fett (2002) #1 Star Wars: Zam
Wesell (2002) #1.Exotic and enigmatic, Zam Wesell keeps her true visage hidden beneath a fabric veil and a screen of
deadly deception. A swift assassin and tireless bounty Zam Wesell is everything youd want in a girl: beauty,
intelligence, style, the ability to strip and assemble an EE-3 blaster rifle in less than sixStar Wars: Zam Wesell (2002) Kindle edition by Ron Marz, Ted Naifeh. Download it once and read it on your Kindle device, PC, phones or tablets.
Use featuresLeeanna Walsman (born 22 November 1979) is an Australian actress. She is perhaps best known for her
role as Zam Wesell in Star Wars: Episode II Attack of the Clones (2002), for playingZam Wesell is a Star Wars
Minifigure introduced in 2002. She is a bounty hunter. Zam has appeared in only one set. The Minifigure features light
purple torsoJango Fett was a one-shot Prestige Trade paperback published in 2002. The story was continued in Star
Wars: Zam Wesell. A solitary figure, clad in the - 3 min - Uploaded by Voca ProductionsStar Wars Episode 2 Attack of
the Clones Zam Wesells Death [1080p]. Voca Zam Wesell was a One-Shot Prestige Trade paperback published in 2002.
It continued the story from Star Wars: Jango Fett. Zam Wesell is everything youd want17 nov. 2012 Couverture de Star
Wars: Zam Wesell (2002) -GN- Zam wesell Extrait de Star Wars: Zam Wesell (2002) -GN- Zam wesell Verso de Star
Wars: is the source for Marvel comics, digital comics, comic strips, and more featuring Iron Man, Spider-Man, Hulk,
X-Men and all your favorite
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